CASE STUDY
A guide to specifying a wet or dry bed plasma cutting table.

Both table designs have advantages; however, dry beds have been found to result in superior cut quality and a smoother cut edge. Therefore, partnering with a machine tool supplier with knowledge and expertise to match your performance outcomes to a machine tool specification will assist you to bid for and win work supplying a price sensitive part to the market.

Historically, wet beds were the preferred solution when the plasma head cut steel under water because it was the most cost effective way to trap fumes and particulates from the cutting process. Modern plasma torches no longer cut under water and the more complex water table designs have deeper tanks with removable slat assemblies as well as pneumatically controlled mechanisms to raise and lower the water. The benefit of being able to quickly raise/lower the water table is that small parts are easily retrieved and operators can reduce the heat being transferred into the plate. This is most beneficial when oxy cutting thick parts or plasma cutting thin parts to avoid deformation created from too much heat being transferred into the part.

SMS clients can manufacture a plasma cutting wet bed and dry bed to the machine tool builders’ design giving every business the opportunity to save money.

Other advantages of the SMS cutting table for gantry machines is that they are modular so, if the machine and cutting table need to be moved this is can be arranged without requiring wide load semi trailers and police escorts to transport a 3.4m wide plasma cutting table. The Australian market rarely purchases any used plasma cutting machines from interstate manufacturers as the cost of relocating the cutting table due to its width is simply not cost effective.

SMS competition water tables require slower cutting speeds. The quality of the cut can also be compromised when water splashes onto the hot plasma cut edge, hardening some material grades and compromising welding processes. The costs of understanding which parts have failed the QA/QC after they have been supplied to a client is expensive and reputations are lost.

If your business is considering a plasma cutting machine with drilling and extra machining capacity we advise reviewing this case study 11 to assist you in specifying a wet or dry bed cutting table:

Your most burning questions answered about a wet or dry plasma cutting table when drilling and extra machining capacity is required.
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A guide to specifying a wet or dry bed plasma cutting table.

Have you read these related case studies and white papers?

1. Guaranteed ways to avoid buying the wrong plasma cutting machine with drilling and extra machining capacity.

2. Best practices for attracting NEW customers to your laser cutting business.

3. Clear and unbiased facts about a CNC controller for a plasma cutting machine with drilling and extra machining capacity.

4. Avoid costly mistakes that affect bid/win drilling contracts and ROI.

5. Best practices to ensure the plasma machine specification meet performance outcomes and provide competitive advantage.

6. Guaranteed ways to ensure your strategy to invest in a plasma machine will close the gap the investment was intended to meet.

7. A guide to specifying the correct coolant delivery systems for a plasma cutting and drilling machine with extra machining capacity.

8. Discover the secrets as to why the market is trending away from automatic percussion marking and moving back to paint marking.

9. How to dominate your niche with the best quality, schedule and cost when deploying this coolant delivery system for drilling.

10. Guaranteed no stress strategy for selecting plasma cutting nesting software.

11. Your most burning questions answered about wet or dry plasma cutting table.

12. You are not alone in specifying a CNC controller and PLC that has built in redundancy.

13. Secrets to increasing capacity and schedule to complete tasks quickly and efficiently.

14. Avoid the deadly sins when using a boutique machine tool builders home brand nesting and programming software.

15. Worth fighting for, a plasma cutting machine tool builder with cost effective remote diagnostic support.

A guide to specifying a wet or dry bed plasma cutting table.
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